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In the age of multitasking, making the most of one's spare moments is imperative, especially for

beginning language students. Fun, lively, and thoroughly engaging, the Language on the Move

audio program series is the perfect solution for anyone wanting to learn a language in a limited

amount of time. Infinitely more innovative and compelling than other comparative audio titles, this

proactive language program features a lively narrator who guides listeners through the course as

well as two native speakers who act out an engaging story line that periodically develops through

the recording. Vocabulary and key phrases are introduced in manageable bites, while audio

language games provide a fun way to test and review. Natural, unscripted conversations are

included to attune learners to the speed and cadence at which the language is really spoken.
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It never ceases to amaze me how some people who try to teach something are often times some of

the dumbest people alive. The author of "French on The Move" is no exception.This is another one

of those courses created with the totally mistaken and stupid belief that people can hear a phrase

once in a foreign language, then immediately learn it, remember it, and pronounce it correctly.This is

not a course that teaches. There are no memory aids, grammar, breaking down of syllables,

explanations, or building up of phrases from words you gradually learn. They simply rattle off

phrases one time and you are expected to immediately know them, pronounce them correctly, and

remember them as if you already know 400,000 French words.As bad as this is, it's not even the

worst part. The author decided to break up the course with a 5-8 second burst of music that plays

about every 30 seconds. Not only does this waste time, it is extremely irritating because the music

ends on a very harsh note, similar to the "mistake" sound in Windows but much much worse. Ten



minutes into this course and I was ready to throw up.It looks like the author of this course is

extremely dumb or just out to make a quick buck. Either way, don't wast your time, money, or sanity

on this awful course. I was able to get it from my library so at least it didn't cost me anything to be

tortured by it.

A swell set of dialogues and so very French! I've played these dialogues a zillions of times, backing

up and repeating parts on both my computer and in my car where, thank goodness, no one can

hear me. True, you cannot learn from these CDs without some knowledge of the basic grammatical

rules. However, if you have taken the equivalent of a first year high school course in French, the

CDs work fine. Get as many different audio language sets as your pocket book will allow - despite

the overlap, the vocabulary and presentation will differ enough variation so that you can eventually

learn how to mimic the most useful phrases you'll need to know as a tourist. This one does have

some slightly more complicated vocabulary than other elementary sets. But that's ok because you'll

eventually appreciate that as you follow the adventures of the ditzy Isabelle, her dog Mozart, and

her friend the helicopter pilot ("pee-lot") who now lives in Honolulu, of all places.

When I saw this and heard portions of it on , it is just what I wanted, Im able to listen to it while

driving or just at home doing other things at the same time. I think this is Great for learning french. I

am very happy with this.
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